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Abstract: Home automation is one of the major growing 

industries that can change the way people live. Some of these 

home automation systems target those seeking luxury and 

sophisticated home automation platforms, others target those 

with special needs like the elderly and the disabled. Typical 

wireless home automation system allows one to control house 

hold appliances from a centralized control unit which is 

wireless. These appliances usually have to be specially 

designed to be compatible with each other and with the 

control unit for most commercially available home 

automation systems. The developed system can be integrated 

as a single portable unit and allows one to wirelessly control 
lights, fans, air conditioners, television sets, security 

cameras, electronic doors, computer systems, audio/visual 

equipment’s etc. and turn ON or OFF any appliance that is 

plugged into a wall outlet, get the status of different sensors 

and take decision accordingly. The system is portable and 

constructed in a way that is easy to install, configure, run, 

and maintain. The perfect user interface still does not exist at 

present and to build a good interface requires knowledge of 

both sociology and technology fields. The problem lies with 

the situation of the elderly or disabled people, who cannot 

usually help themselves to move around, and might require 
external assistance. People who live alone might also need a 

helping hand at home. Therefore a voice controlled home 

automation system is designed, so that the users can perform 

certain tasks by just the use of their voices, so that the user 

can easily speak their commands, otherwise they would have 

to walk over to the microphone to speak. Having a remote 

will make the system more user-friendly and portable. 

Home Automation systems are somewhat different from 
ordinary homes, where the different smart devices in the 

presence of communications network being installed that 

allows the devices to communicate with each other. 

Integrated communication systems provide the facility for 

monitoring and managing the performance of the home, and 

offer the choice support to the occupants for available 
facilities. The varieties of systems are installed in today’s 

modern home such as central air conditioned and eating,fire 

and security alarms, and different other devices, such as  

home theater, televisions, lights etc. These systems and 
devices usually exist in total isolation from each other. Smart 

home provides the facility of passing information and 

commands among different installed devices and systems. 

 
 

 

Keywords : About four key words or phrases in 

alphabetical order, separated by commas.  

I. I.INTRODUCTION 

A. Outline of Paper 

Smart Homes systems are somewhat different from 

ordinary homes, where the different smart devices in 
the presence of communications network being 

installed that allows the devices to communicate with 

each other. Integrated communication systems 

provide the facility for monitoring and managing the 

performance of the home, and offer the choice support 

to the occupants for available facilities. The varieties 

of systems are installed in today’s modern home such 

as central air conditioned and heating, fire and 

security alarms, and different other devices, such as 

home theater, televisions, lights etc. These systems 

and devices usually exist in total isolation from each 

other. Smart home provides the facility of passing 
information and commands among different installed 

devices and systems. Such facility and control not 

only provide better control locally and remotely but 

also supports special needs, particularly services that 

support the elderly. Smart home technology also 

greatly improves the usability and functionality of any 

home. It also allows to potentially reducing power 

consumption by preventing occurrences such as 

lighting and air conditioning being left on longer than 

necessary. A smart Home Automation system allows 

saving money and the environment.  

B. Problem Statement 

Technology is evolving rapidly in an unimaginable way 

and we people also need to evolve along with it. The most 

rapidly increasing technology is ‘HOME AUTOMATION’. 

We all lead a very busy life these days and it is common for 

us to forget many things in our day-to-day life very 

frequently, like forgetting to ‘OFF’ the switches before 

leaving the house and we keep on worrying about it during 
work. There are cases where physically challenged people are 

left home alone and they can’t help themselves to reach the 

switch and ‘ON’ or ‘OFF’ them. Sometimes, everyone feels 

lazy to wake up and switch ‘ON’ anything. The common 

thing that is among/with us are our Mobiles or Home 
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Devices(like Google Home, Alexa) which is very easy and 

accessible to use by everyone. 

Even if we forget to switch ‘OFF’ the fan before leaving 

the house we can switch it ‘OFF’ using our smart phone from 

anywhere in the world. If we want to switch ‘ON’ the AC 

before reaching home, it is possible with your voice 

command through your smart phone. It is possible to control 
almost any device which is connected to internet using our 

Smartphone or Home Device. 

Today, it has never been easier or more affordable to 

purchase and install smart devices and home automation 
systems. This is a good thing. The drawback, however, is that 

systems are regularly being installed incrementally without a 

central control point. And that can lead to home automation 

problems. Without an understanding of how smart devices 

communicate, home owners regularly install units which can 

only be controlled by the manufacturer's app. This means that 

after installing several devices, the home owner's smart 

phone can be swamped with multiple apps, all controlling 

different devices and all dedicated to controlling the home 

under normal living conditions. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION 

A. Block diagram. 

 
Fig1. Block diagram 

B. Block Diagram Description 

ESP32 (called as Node MCU) is the microcontroller used 
in this project. A relay module is interfaced with the ESP32 

and switches that are connected to appliances are also 

connected to relay using jumper wires. A minimum power 

supply of 3.3V to the ESP32 and 5V to the relay is required 

for powering up the whole setup. As soon as the power 

supply is given the ESP32 gets online i.e. it gets connected to 

a network to which it is given access to. After connecting to a 

network, to give commands to the ESP32 an android device 

with Google assistant is required, which is used to give 

commands using our voice to the ESP32 which in turn 

switches on a particular relay based on the voice command 

i.e. In IFTT(web application) we can define few voice 

commands and using that voice commands we can make the 

ESP32 to work based on our need. When a voice command is 
given using our phone (through our logged-in account) the 

command is verified with our defined command and when 

the command is mentioned in the account then the ESP32 

would make a particular output pin high which switches 

‘ON/OFF’ a particular relay. 

C.  Schematic diagram. 

 

 
Fig2. Schematic diagram 

D.  Schematic Diagram Description. 

 

The ‘RED’ wire here indicates the ‘Phase wire’ through 

which the power supply is given. The ‘Black’ wire here 

indicates the ‘Ground’. Ground is connected in common for 

all the devices used and appliances. The ‘Yellow’ wire’s one 

end is connected to ‘IN1’ of the relay and the other end is 

connected on the breadboard and one more wire is taken and 

one end is connected to breadboard terminal where yellow 

wire is connected and other end is connected to one of the 

output terminals on ESP32(Here D15). The ‘Blue’ wire’s one 

end is connected to ‘IN2’ of the relay and the other end is 

connected on the breadboard and one more wire is taken and 
one end is connected to breadboard terminal where blue wire 

is connected and other end is connected to one of the output 

terminals on ESP32(Here D2). The ‘Orange’ wire’s one end 

is connected to ‘IN3’ of the relay and the other end is 

connected on the breadboard and one more wire is taken and 

one end is connected to breadboard terminal where orange 

wire is connected and other end is connected to one of the 
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output terminals on ESP32(Here D4). The ‘Purple wire’s one 

end is connected to ‘IN4’ of the relay and the other end is 

connected on the breadboard and one more wire is taken and 

one end is connected to breadboard terminal where purple 

wire is connected and other end is connected to one of the 

output terminals on ESP32(Here D13). 

Note: Here all the ‘Phase’ terminals of the relays are shorted, 

so that one input of 240V flows through all the relays 

III. FLOW CHART 

  

 
 

Fig3. Flowchart 

IV. RESULT AND OUTPUT 

a) Result 

After connecting the ESP32, COM port is selected from 

Tools>Port>COM and then program is uploaded to the 
ESP32 i.e. Program is Dumped into ESP32, and after 

the uploading is done to check whether your ESP32 is 

connected to the internet open the Serial Monitor in 

Arduino IDE and we can get to know whether ESP32 is 

connected to Internet or not. 

 
Fig4. Arduino serial monitor 

b) Output 

ON Condition 

 

 

 

OFF Condition 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5. ON condition and OFF condition status of application 

V. ADVANTAGES 

a) Simplify Your Home’s Security 

Perhaps when you decided to include smart home 

technology into your home, your home’s security was a 

major priority. Adding smart home security means increased 
protection for your home, from video surveillance to home 

access, but it also means increased convenience. You can 

unlock your door right from your smartphone and receive any 

alerts regarding your home’s security system. 

When you add voice control into the mix, your 

home’s security becomes even simpler. For instance, you can 

ask your Alexa or Google Home device about any component 
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of your security system. Let’s say you’re just laying down to 

go to sleep, but you aren’t sure if you locked the door; just ask 

Alexaor Google Home. It’ll tell you which doors are locked 

and you can ask it to lock anything that isn’t secured for the 

night. You won’t even have to move from your bed. 

b) Improve Your Mornings 

Home automation has probably already made waking up 

easier. You may have programmed your motorized shades to 

open at the same time as your alarm to help ease you into the 

day. However, there might be certain smart home features 

that you can’t always schedule. For instance, maybe you have 

a little more time some mornings to sleep in; you may not 

want all your bedroom lights to turn on exactly with your 

alarm. 

With voice control, you can just ask Alexaor Google Home 

to turn on the lights in your bedroom, bathroom, and hallways 

when you’re ready to get up. You won’t have to get up and 

find the light switch to do any of this, but you have the power 

to decide exactly when the lights turn on. 

c) Lose the Remote 

In your home’s media room, your remote control holds 

all the power. If all your technologies are part of an integrated 

home automation system, then the remote controls not only 

the volume and channel but also the lights and shades. 

Therefore, losing the remote can be a big inconvenience. 

Of course, you can get up to make adjustments or find the 

remote, but why do that when you can just ask Alexa? You 

can use voice control to change the channel, adjust the 

volume, or change the media playing. With voice control, 

losing the remote is no big deal. 

d) Make an Entrance 

When you come home from work or the store, your home 

might not meet your exact specifications. You’ve just been 

sitting in the hot sun, and maybe the regular AC setting is not 

quite cool enough. Or maybe it’s later in the evening, and you 

can’t see anything as you’re walking in the door. 

If your arms are full, it might be difficult to make these 

adjustments right off the bat. With voice control, you can 

make the appropriate changes as you’re walking in the door. 

Just say “Okay Google, drop the temperature 5 degrees,” or 

“Okay Google, turn on the hallway lights.” Your home will 
make the appropriate changes, and you’ll feel comfortable 

right away. 

e) Managing all of your home devices from one place 

The convenience factor here is enormous. Being able 
to keep all of the technology in your home connected 

through one interface is a massive step forward for 

technology and home management. Theoretically, all you’ll 

have to do is learn how to use one app on your smartphone 

and tablet, and you’ll be able to tap into countless functions 

and devices throughout your home. This cuts way back on 

the learning curve for new users, makes it easier to access 

the functionality you truly want for your home. 
 

 

f) Flexibility for new devices and appliances 
Smart home systems tend to be wonderfully flexible when 

it comes to the accommodation of new devices and 

appliances and other technology. No matter how 

state-of-the-art your appliances seem today, there will be 

newer, more impressive models developed as time goes on. 

Beyond that, you’ll probably add to your suite of devices as 

you replace the older ones or discover new technology to 

accompany your indoor and outdoor spaces. Being able to 

integrate these newcomers seamlessly will make your job as a 
homeowner much easier, and allow you to keep upgrading to 

the latest lifestyle technology. 

g) Increased energy efficiency 

Depending on how you use your smart-home 

technology, it’s possible to make your space more 

energy-efficient. For example, you can have more precise 

control over the heating and cooling of your home with a 

programmable smart thermostat that learns your schedule and 

temperature preferences, and then suggests the best energy 

efficient settings throughout the day. Lights and motorized 

shades can be programed to switch to an evening mode as the 
sun sets, or lights can turn on and off automatically when you 

enter or leave the room, so you never have to worry about 

wasting energy. 

h) Improved appliance functionality 
Smart homes can also help you run your appliances better. 

A smart TV will help you find better apps and channels to 

locate your favorite programming. A smart oven will assist 

you with cooking your chicken to perfection -- without ever 

worrying about overcooking or undercooking it. An 

intelligently designed home theater and audio system can 

make managing your movie and music collection effortless 
when entertaining guests. Ultimately, connecting your 

appliances and other systems with automation technology 

will improve your appliance effectiveness and overall make 

your home life much more easier and enjoyable! 

VI. LIMITATIONS 

a) Installation 

Depending on the complexity of the system, installing a 

home automation device can be a significant burden on the 

homeowner. It can either cost you money if you hire an 

outside contractor or cost you time if you venture to do it 

yourself. 

b) Complex Technology 
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Automating everything in life may sound extremely 

appealing, but sometimes a good old-fashioned flip of the 

switch is a lot easier than reaching for your smart phone to 

turn lights on and off. Before you decide which system is 

right for you, think about how far you really want to take 

home automation in your household. 

c) System Compatibility 

Controlling all aspects of home automation from one 

centralized platform is important, but not all systems are 

compatible with one another. Your security system, for 

example, may require you to log in to one location to manage 

settings, while your smart thermostat may require you to log 

in to another platform to turn the air conditioner on and off. 

To truly leverage the convenience of home automation, you 

may need to invest in centralized platform technology to 

control all systems and devices from one location. 

d) Cost 

Even though the price of home automation systems has 

become much more affordable in recent years, the cost to 

purchase and install a device can still add up. Consumer 

Reports offers a wide range of information and insights – 

including costs – on the best home automation systems on the 

market. 

VII. APPLICATIONS 

Lighting Control, HVAC Regulation (Heating, 

Ventilation and Air Conditioning), Lawn Irrigation System , 

Smart Appliances, Security Systems, Monitoring and 

tracking, Home air quality and water quality monitoring, 

Natural Language-based voice assistants, Better Infotainment 

delivery, AI-driven digital experiences, Smart Switches, 
Smart Locks, Smart Energy Meters, and the Home 

Automation system can also be used in Industries as it works 

efficiently with very low power consumption. 

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

a)  Conclusion  

A smart home contains a connection between wireless 

communication, sensors, monitoring and tracking. It is a huge 

system that includes multiple technologies and applications 

that can be used to provide security and control, monitoring 

and tracking of the home through IP camera, mobile 

notifications and home navigator.  

b) Future Scope 

There are a variety of enhancements that could be made 

to this system to achieve greater accuracy in sensing and 

detection. 

1. There are a lot of other sensors that can be used to increase 
the security and control of the home like pressure sensor that 

can be put outside the home to detect that someone will enter 

the home.  

2. Changing the way of the automated notifications by using 

the GSM module to make this system more professional.  

3. A smart garage that can measure the length of the car and 
choose which block to put the car into it and it will navigate 

the car through the garage to make the parking easy in the 

garage.  
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